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The Guidance by the Founder President of Eurasia Reiyukai

1. On the auspicious occasion of the 70th memorial
ceremony of the Great Guru Kakutaro Kubo, we
request to participate at the program on 18th Nov.
2013 at your nearest Mihata Branch or Cultural
Centre along with all members.

2. Must participate at the monthly meetings
(gathering) at every Mihata Branch and Cultural
Centres on 9th, 16th & 18th of every month.

Eurasia Reiyukai calls for:

Financial Assistance to Bhagawati Primary School

Eurasia Reiyukai organized Dengue Awareness Campaign:
The Eurasia Reiyukai’s main office

and Eurasia Reiyukai’s 18th & 21st

Branch Jointly organized a Dengue
Awareness Campaign on 13 th

September 2013 in and around Siliguri
in India. The campaign mainly covered
the areas like Bankim Nagar, Sashtri
Nagar, and Green Park under Siliguri
sub-division. Our volunteers took the
initiative to clean roadsides stagnant water and spread bleaching powder.
Besides this, the programme concentrated on providing awareness to the
local masses regarding the dangers of the disease by providing leaflets
printed in different local languages. We were assisted by Dr. Sunil Kumar
Singh in the awareness campaign.

TODAYTODAY

Michibiki: Availing opportunity to fill up membership form by paying
entry fees makes oneself a member of the Reiyukai. Michibiki means
establishment of Sokaimyo at the member’s house and teaching him
methods of offering continuous prayers focusing on the forefathers. In this
way building such home focussing on ancestors which truly stands for
michibiki.                             – Mr. Yushun Masunaga, Founder President, Eurasia Reiyukai

Eurasia Reiyukai My Pride!

•    Michibiki means to establish
Sokaimyo, to recite blue Sutra and to
broadcast its views to generations and
ancestors through Sokaimyo. With an

attitude of gratefulness this should
be incarnated in common

human beings but this
has not happened. One
should get the

opportunity to arouse
this.
•    A person who has
done Michibiki in
favour of one person

means he has an opportunity to save the ancestors of that family. It is
important to get an opportunity to do such work. The Oya of the Michibiki
has to relate the co-member at the same time to get the opportunity to
recite sutra alongwith members, if it is not done so one will not know the
procedure inspite of his entrance.

• To get an opportunity to gather fruits of merit virtue. If you are to gather
fruits of merit virtue for your own self, then you should provide the same
opportunity to the new Michibiki members.

• A member leaves, if the Michibiki Oya does not possess the act of
kindness. Abandoned after birth, be it human beings or animals; simply
pass away but the members should be groomed showing continuous
mercy upon them.

• Honourable Kotani Great Onshi had expected a lot from the youth.
There must be individuals who had participated in the Mirokusan training
session in Japan. Mirokusan was built as a centre especially for providing
training to those youths. Thereafter the programme was organised for
those youths considering their open hearts, he has shown the path to
realise the power of Sadharma Pundarika Sutra. You all have to
implement what you have heard and make others to do the same. One
important thing I have always stressed upon, honourable Kotani great
Onshi had said this; Kubo great Onshi had said that, this is mentioned in
the Sutra. Definitely, I have always mentioned this in the beginning of my
speech. But you are telling this on your own as if it was your own thought.
It does not tell of matters regarding receipt of information from various
sources as where, whom and who. In this way, Jojomen is done. One
who has heard this does not understand the substance of the matter.
This is also written in the Sutra. I have heard, it was spoken in this
manner, Buddha had said, it was preached in this direction, are clearly
written. It is important to realise that it was not told indiscriminately, has
been delivered and heard this way, is clearly mentioned.

• To provide Reiyukai Teaching, to the maximum people. Eurasia Reiyukai
does not stand for not following completion of Michibiki or chanting the
Sutra. Happiness results from hardship, which also provides happiness
to the ancestors.

• To implement and groom every individual, that has been self
implemented. The Oya of Michibiki after self implementation will
implement to those who have become Michibiki. Meetings of Michibiki
are important; one can realize this, after such conduction of meetings.

• Today’s youth is motiveless but the reality should be assessed. From
my part, taking care of my health, and availing opportunity to try, is like
the load being carried while sitting at the base, I must carry the load
forward. Suppose you all are under a small triangle and there is another
bigger triangle under the small one, now it’s your responsibility to lift this
triangle (small) above you.

In a programme, on behalf of
Eurasia Reiyukai; Sri. Bishnu
Prasad Paudyal, President of
Eurasia Reiyukai Nepal, handed
over a cheque of Rupees 1 Lac to
Sri. Prakash Gurung, President of
the School Managing Committee,
Bhagawati Primary School,
situated at Pumdivumdi Village
Development Committee, District Kashki (near Sthirmati Hill) on 12th

September 2013. As the sole motive of Eurasia Reiyukai is to establish
World Peace by developing maximum number of people who contribute for
the cause as well as to realize the vision of social development, the
organization contributed the fund through social activities to construct the
building of the school. On this special occasion teachers, members of the
managing committee, parents and students were present.



An Experience of Happiness
Name : Real Moodvari
Title : Jun-hozashu
Branch: Eurasia Reiyukai, 15th Branch
Area : Kaushaltar, Bhaktapur.

Namaskar to all!
My name is Real Moodvari. I am blessed to learn and experience

Reiyukai Teaching under Eurasia Reiyukai 15th Branch in the position of
Jun-Hozashu. I am 15years old, my oya is Debu Moodvari and Shibucho
is Roshan Raj Moodvari. My parents had the opportunity to practice Reiyukai
Teaching before I was born. I availed the opportunity of being in the second
generation to learn and practice Reiyukai Teaching. When I was born my
father had very hard time to nurture his family. My parents used to take my
brother and me in different programmes. Many Reiyukai members used to
visit our house in the family gathering programmes. Since then I got the
opportunity to learn the Reiyukai Teaching and its training. I have also availed
the opportunity to participate at the meeting and training programmes at the
Mihata Branch. To implement "Million Campaign" I availed the opportunity
to establish Sokaimyo at the houses of my members, conducted Michibiki,

recited Sutras with parents and still continuing with the practice. At the time of
programmes children were kept at the childcare centres. Later Founder
President established Myoichikai where children could learn singing, dance
and attend programmes. This made me very happy. Having opportunity to
learn Reiyukai Teaching, I have developed interest in studies, developing
feelings of respect for others, participated in different social functions, trying to
become a good citizen, wish to bring changes in life, try to think for others
and help them, respecting parents and a patriotic feelings towards my country
has developed within me. Reiyukai has provided me responsible duties.
With the help of my parents I have been awakening my friends regarding
Reiyukai Teaching. I have even done Michibiki and enshrined Sokaimyo at
their houses and offered continuous prayers (sutra chanting). I am also
blessed to have my Michibiki friends gathered at programmes at Mihata
Branch and sometimes at our family gatherings for learning and practice. In
this year practicing with my members I availed the opportunity to do more
than 50 michibiki and 5 members qualified for Jun Hozahsu. I would like to
promise to participate at the Gohomyo Ceremony as well as I promise to
implement Reiyukai Teaching in my life till my last breadth and shall also
encourage others to implement this Teaching in their lives and produce fruits
of virtue.

NAMU-MYO-HORENGE-KYO

1. Plant trees!!  Plant Trees!!  Plant Trees!!
2. To control the pollution in environment and to bring awareness regarding

the climatic change: if we can save about one ton paper, we have to
save 17 trees, 26281 litres of water, 264 kg air pollution, 8 ghan feet soil
erosion, 1752 litres of oil and 477 KW energy. Therefore, let’s minimise
unnecessary use of papers and try re-using used papers while making
decorative items, carrying bags etc. We should start doing this from
today itself.

3. In two weeks time the total amount of electricity, gas, coal and oils a
house uses can produce 386.4 kg carbondyoxide, hence we should
maintain more economy while using these articles.

4. Almost 10% of electricity is misused by leaving electrical appliances
switched on while not in use. If this energy is saved 150 kg of CO2 can
be saved every year. Hence properly switch off all electrical appliances
after use.

5. The energy saved from switching off a monitor of a computer for a
whole night shall suffice to cook six nights’ dinner in a microwave.
Hence let’s make the habit of switching off the monitor at night.

6. 30kg of CO2 can be saved every year if you switch off all electrical
appliances of your rooms in completion of your use. Hence the habit of
switching off such appliances must be made.

7. If the temperature of your thermo start, a house hold appliance, is
minimised by a degree’s rate 10% of total electricity consumption can
be decreased and 300kg of CO2 be saved every year. Hence pay
more attention while controlling the temperature of the thermo start.

8. If any average petrol car is driven 10 less KM every week, 175kg of
CO2 be saved in a year. Therefore let’s avoid driving petrol cars
unnecessarily.

9. Suppose three normal bulbs are replaced by CFL bulbs in each house,
the energy saved shall fetch enough energy to light your roads. Thus
let’s try to make the habit of using maximum CFL bulbs.

10. A tree can consume 10kg of CO2 in a year. Hence let’s not cut down
trees at random.

11. In a year 810 Kilo Watt energy can be saved by avoiding the use of
screen saver which results in saving 348kg of CO2. Hence avoid
using screen saver.

Candle Preparation Training, Illam. Myoichikai Gathering, Nepalgunj

Cleanliness Programme, Dharan On completion of  MC Training, Tikapur Fabric Painting Training, DhobidharaTraining Programme of above Hozain Level
Pattharjhoda, India

Drawing Competition, Bilaspur, India Interaction Programme of Reiyukai, Panchkhal

Measures Controlling Climatic Changes

A GLIMPSE OF ACTIVITIES ORGANISED BY EURASIA REIYUKAI AT DIFFERENT TIMES

What is your opinion about TODAY? We expect your valuable
suggestions regarding the subjects to be covered up in this bulletin.

To know more about Eurasia Reiyukai:
www.eurasiareiyukai.com


